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Conference on Education
New England Educational Leadership Forum
by Kathryn Furlong

The Commissioners o/

Despite a raging snowstorm on
Thursday , March 29, about seventy five stalwart souls attended the
opening meeting of Lesley's first
Annual New England Educational
Leadership Forum in Framingham. On
Friday, however, the number of those
attending had increased to 175.
Leading educators from throughout
New England were invited to attend
the two-day conference and to speak
on issues relating to the national and
state educational reform reports .

Education

Excellence and Equity: The
Challenge o/ Reform
At the Banquet on Thursda y
evening New York Commissioner of
Education Gordon Ambach said, "We
have an environment for change now.
The reports on education are political
but they have served a purpose by
calling attention to the schools ." He
said the real action today is at the
state and local levels. There is an
intense concern in the U.S. about the
quality and cost of education, and an
increased commitment to it.

John Lawson, Moss . Commissioner of Education; William MacDonald, Director of the Forum ;
President Don Orton; Governor Michael Dukakis; Richard Wylie, Vice President and Deon of the
Graduate School; Leslie Orton; Catherine Stratton, Chairperson of the Trustees; Paulo Stahl,
Trustee .

Luncheon Speaker,

Governor Dukakis

Gordon Ambach , New York Commissioner of
Education

The key leverage points for change,
he said, are setting standards for
students, financing at the state level,
and early childhood education.
In New York, for example, students
will be expected to complete four
years of English and social studies, two
of math, science, and art/music. In
addition, three years of a foreign
language will be required for a
Regent's Diploma.
The Legislature will not increase
funds unless there is an increase in
standards, and there are equitable
opportunities for all children.
It is necessary, he continued, to get
public commitment for the preKindergarten level because there is a
major inequity now. Families with
incomes over $25,000 are more apt to
send 4-year-0lds to school than those
with incomes under $15,000.
In closing, he said, "The most
important function of schools of
education is to attract talented
people."

At the Luncheon on Friday,
President Don Orton extended a
warm welcome to all and an invitation
to the Educational Forum's next
meeting on March 28 and 29, 1985. He
then introduced Governor Michael
Dukakis, who said:
"The overwhelming conclusion I'm
coming to is that the exciting things in
education are taking place in state
capitals not in the federal government.
One of the dramatic differences today
is that the Governors of the fifty states
are now deeply involved in education
as never before. In the seventies, they
were not too interested. The quality of
teaching was not on the Governor's
agenda. Public education in New
England, unlike the South, was viewed
as a local responsibility. We had fiscal
autonomy - the school committee
versus town government. What's
happened? Every single Governor I
know has made education one of his
top priorities. This requires attention
and commitment and is essential to
our economic future. Economics drives
the machine .
"Jim Hunt, Governor of North
Carolina, ahead of all the rest, had a
standard answer for many problems:
'Go back and put together the best
public school and you'll be okay.' The
state's financial health depends on the
quality of public schools . Every
Governor recognizes how crucial the
link is between education and private
industry. In New England, we've
always lived by our wits. We have no
natural resources but our brains and
talent. In '75 they were calling us
Appalachia. Today we're a blessed
region. Unemployment is extraordi narily low.

"We have got to invest in our
educational future . We're working hard
to find out what works and to do it
with good sense and balance. This is
not a six-month enterprise; to stay in
is absolutely essential. Quality of life is
what makes us tick.
"What we need to do is move in
four key areas with balance and good
sense: a general revenue sharing which
local communities can depend on,
standards of accountability (essential if
we ask money from the Legislature), a
close and constructive relationship
between colleges and the local school
system (many colleges like Lesley want
to help), and the training of a new
generation of teachers (not enough
bright young kids want to go into
teaching). Teachers had a great impact
on my education and have an enor mous influence on our kids."

On Fri<lay morn ing, Commissioners
of Education John Lawson of
Massachusetts, Stephen Kaagan of
Vermont , and Gerold Tirozzi of
Connecticut opened the General
Session .
Commissioner Kaagan spoke first
about the difficultyof upgrading minimum standards when towns won't
raise the money . "Early education is
dear to my heart. A youngster becomes a learner early on rather than
later. If we could improve the quality
of education for the young, we would
have a high payoff in the future.
"The greatest emerging priority in
Vermont," he said, "and that which
has the most promise for education is
professional development . Public education is far behind private industry.
One company devotes one da y a week
to train employees . It's a worthy
challenge for all of us."
Commissioner Tirozzi said that the
key word in Commissioner Ambach 's
talk was leuerage . Finances, he said,
present the greatest problem. It is
state control versus local autonomy .
"Schools have their heads in the sand
if they expect to have more state aid
and not more state involvement." Today there is less support for public
schooling than ever. Seventy-five percent of households have no children in
school. These people must be
educated about the importance of
supporting public education.
He also spoke about standards and
more federal aid. In the South, he said,
they talk about dissolving school districts if they don't meet standards.
As for early intervention, Connecti cut has tried to mandate all-day
kindergartens . Affluent school districts
agreed but urban areas were
antagonistic to the idea.
He said 50 percent of a seventeen year-old's intelligence is acquired by
age four. High school success can be
predicted by grade 3. "We must make
a substantial commitment to early
education. The job should be done in
the primary grades and the onus not
put on the high schools ."
(continued on page 2)

Commissioners of Education Stephen Kaagan of Vermont, Gerold Tirozzi of Connecticut , and John
Lawson of Massachusetts , and William MacDonald, Associate Professor of Management at the
Graduate School.
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Conference on Education
(contini,,ed from page l)

I-le concluded by saying he is
absolutely committed to professional
development.
Commissioner John Lawson, of
Massachusetts, said that the themes
most often discussed by the fifty states
are academic rigor, additional required
courses, state testing of students, increased funding, a longer school year,
and more discipline.
Among the major achievements in
public schools are acceptance of
handicapped students and bilingual
programs. According to demographic
studies , by the year 2020 possibly 50
percent of aUstudents in the nation
will come from a Spanish heritage.
Some of the weaknesses indicated in
the reports are the tracking and
teaching of the gifted and talented ,
poor discipline, and meeting the needs
of the business community.
The national report "Nation at Risk"
said that Massachusetts had a larger
number of students studying math and
science than other states. Stronger
certification and more teacher development are needed, however.
He said that House Bill5000 has
great potential. It would hold the 436
local school districts accountable for
their own goals and require them to
report their achievements to the state
and the governme nt. If it passes ,
Massac husett s would return to its
previous position of excellence in
educatio n.

Consolidated Sessions:
Merit Pay and Length
of School Year
School/College Partnerships
Massachusetts Chancellor John Duff
said that recognition should be given
for good performance in the schools.
A great deal of teaching talent is lost
to administrative jobs because of low
pay. Teachers today are awarded
solely on seniority, which has a
deadening effect. He suggested that
promotions be given every two years
to 20 percent of the teachers.
Joanne Martignetti, a teacher in the
Winchester Public Schools, does not
believe in merit pay because it has not
worked in the past. Poor teachers
have insufficient supervision and evaluation procedures , she said.
Ray Spear, Superintendent of
Schools in Coventry, Rhode Island,
thinks that unless merit pay has the
support of the general public with
adequate financing it will not be possible. Even so, it will not be available for
three or four years . "The success of
the merit pay program," he said,
"depends on how it is perceived by
those who benefit and how well it
meets objectives."
William Holland, Superintendent of
Schools in Narragansett, Rhode Island,
and President of the New England
Association of Schools and Colleges,
said that a dialogue between the
elementary and secondary, and the
post -secondary schools is very healthy .
William Mason, Director of
Admissions at Bowdoin College,
although snowbound in Maine, phoned
in his report. He was Chairman of the
'81 SchooVCollege Relations
Committee to strengthen standards
which focused on the transition from
high school to college and the
attendant problems . The Committee
met with the academic vice presidents
of the state New England colleges to
encourage the strengthening of
admissions and high school standards .
It was most helpful in bringing together
teachers of English, math, and science
with their college counterparts.

Richard Wylie, Vice President and
Dean of the Graduate School, spoke
of the need for cooperation between
the schools and colleges and for
quality instruction and standards to
bridge the transition to college. He
gave a brief history of Lesley and the
part it has played in the past in
education . "Today," he said, ~the
heavy emphasis in schools is on
computer training for teachers."
William Zimmerman , Jr.,
Superintendent of Schools in Wayland,
said, "We have a part -time profession
with part -time pay and lots of vacation.
Let's forget about merit pay. Teaching
must be recognized as a full-time
profession."
Richard Bradley, Executive Director
of the New England Association of
Schools and Colleges, chaired the
combined sessions . He complimented
Lesley for assuming a key educational
leadership role in providing a forum for
addressing critical issues of education.

Study of High Schools
Paul Andrews, Superintendent of
Schools in Woburn, chaired the panel
and introduced the speakers .
Richard Breen, Executive Secretary
of the Vermont Headmasters Associ•
ation, said, "Students get excited
about learning when they visit college
campuses. Self-learning and selfteaching are very important. Often
students just attend class and are not
active learners ." He cautioned that
basic math and reading skills may
suffer if students are trained too early
on computers.
Commissioner Kaagan's new school
standards for Vermont, he said, were
just approved : four years of English,
three of math and science, and one of
art .
Constance Papas, Chairperson of
the Winchester School Committee,
acts as liaison to the selectmen, labor
unions, and cable TV. "Everything is
not wrong with education," she said.
"The problem is with communication
and access to resources." She said she
asks questions of everyone. The great est frustrations are budget negotiations. The School Committee spends a
great deal of time on labor contracts,
particularly.
"Taxpayers have to be convinced
that teaching is a full-timejob," she
said. "The public asks, 'Why should I
pay a teacher $20,000 a year for five
hours a day for a 180-day year when I
work eight hours a day for a full year.'
"Years ago a lot of money was
spent on A-V equipment with not
enough professionals to teach . Today,
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it's computers. My fear is we wiUin
our enthusiasm substitute computers
for teachers ."
Harold Symington, Principal of the
Rocky Hill High School in Connecticut, said that the Rocky Hill consorti um with Wesleyan University is very
successful and includes an excellent
professional development program .
College students teach in the schools
and teachers take courses at the
college for a very low fee.

Computers - The New
Technology in the Classroom
Daniel O'Connor, Superintendent of
Schools in Watertown, chaired the ses sion. The following panelists presented
their views on computer education and
gave a hands -on demonstration:
Arnold Bailey, Director of Computers
at Milford Regional High School;
Richard Burpee, Coordinator of
Mathematics and Computer Services
at Nashua High School; Cheryl Larsen
and Jane Manzelli, teachers in the
Watertown Public Schools; and Nancy
Roberts, Director of the Computers in
Education Program, Lesley Graduate
School. They also set up a computer
demonstration in the lobby for the
benefit of those who attended other
sessions .

Elementary EducationToclay .. . Tomorrow!
James Argir, President of the Mass.
Elementary School Principals' Association and Principal of the Warren
School in Ashland, was Chairperson .
"The elementary school has a
responsibility to educate the whole
child . .. ," said Dr. Robert Forest,
Principal of the Ambrose School in
Winchester, "to meet needs like
decision making, group sharing, and
interactive skills."
Manuel Perry, Principal of the
Hamilton School in North Kingston,
Rhode Island, said that more should
be done for gifted and talented students. The computer can be a valuable
asset for them.
Carol Doherty, Past President of the
Mass. Teachers Association, talked
about the need for parental and community involvement and the changing
role of the teacher .
"The single-parent family is a rapidly
increasing statistic," said Burns Page,
Principal of the Berlin Elementary
Schqol in Montpelier, Vermont.
"School principals need to be aware of
ways to provide much -needed support
for these children."
Dr. John Monbouquette, Superin tendent of Schools in Braintree , is in
favor of a basic skills testing program
during the student's early and
intermediate years to insure adequate
time for remediation before graduating
from high school. (Unable to attend,
he phoned in his ideas.)

Leadership Roles • Men and
Women in Education
Carol Sager, Superintendent of
Schools in Wilmington, and Herbert
Pandiscio, Superintendent of Schools
in Avon, Connecticut, chaired this
session .
Rosemarie Rosen, Director of
Human Resources Development in
Albany, N.Y., in talking about "The
Big Picture" said that most teachers
are women and most administrators
are men, but opportunities are opening
for women .

d

(a) Paul Andrews , Richard Breen, Constance
Papas , ond Harold Symington . (b) William
Holland, Richard Bradley, John Duff.William
Zimmerman , Jr., Roy Spear, Joanne
Martignetti. (c) Burns Page, Carol Doherty ,
Manuel Perry, Jomes Argir, Robert Forest.
(d) Herbert Pandiscio, Coro/ Sager , Rosemarie
Rosen, Vincent Duman , Madeline Bragar.
(e) Arnold Bailey, Richard Burpee , Cheryl
Larsen , Jane Manzelli, E.dward O'Connell .
Nancy Roberts .
e
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Conference on T~enagers
Madeline Bragar, Associate Professor of Management at Lesley
Graduate School, and Vincent Durnan, Headmaster of Berwick Academy
of South Berwick, Maine, also spoke.
"HistoricaUy, men ... have controlled
access to and decisions about who VJiU
be placed in leadership positions," said
Henry LaBranche, Superintendent of
Schools in Pelham, New Hampshire, in
his statement. (He was also snow bound.) "Attitudes ... are not easily
modified. The myth of male superiority
continues as evidenced by the lack of
women in key leadership roles despite
the profession being predominantly
female .
"Leadership and effectiveness are
related to performance which can only
be measured through experience .
"Is it necessary and appropriate that
men create an environment for women
to succeed?"
He concluded by saying, "We are in
the emerging stages of initiating policy
changes in recruiting practices and
promotion opportunities."

The Future
The Educational Forum was the first
in a series of events planned to cele brate Lesley's 75th Founding Anniver sary . The College expects to take a
major leadership role in establishing a
resource center to help school systems
with long-range planning. The Forum
was under the direction of William
MacDonald, Associate Professor of
Management in the Graduate School.

Gowmor Michael Dukakis, William
MacDonald, and James Argir, President of the
Moss. Bementary School Principals Assoc.

Teenagers in
Trouble:
Avenues of
Hope
by Kathryn Furlong
On Saturday, March 31, 170 human
service professionals attended the
"Teenagers in Trouble" Conference
sponsored by Lesley, under the direction of Dr . Carol Streit, Coordinator of
the Undergraduate Human Services
Program.

The World of Adolescence
Keynote Address
Dr. Robert Brooks, of Mclean
Hospital and Harvard Medical School ,
gave a talk on adolescents ' stresses ,
challenges, and the quest for mastery.
The three major challenges adoles cents face, he said, are Independence
(from parents), Intimacy (from ego centricity to caring and sharing), and
Identity (who they are).
They feel anxious about physical
changes, independence, peer pressure ,
and achievement and success .
"When you work with adolescents,"
he said, "you have to be quick to promote the quest for mastery . You have
to teU them they are important and
can conquer challenges. We must help
them have self-esteem . With good selfesteem they take credit for their
success, with poor they say it was
Luck or Chance."
He also spoke of giving adolescents
responsibility and psychological space.
"Don't intrude on their space which
they feel is uniquely their own."
Giving praise and helping adoles cents handle failure are important also.
He concluded by quoting from Jean
Mayer, President of Tufts, "Success is
the ability to recover from failure."

Dr. Robert Brooks

Teens As Victims
The Rev. Dayl Hufford, Victim
Psychologist, Associate Minister of
Reading's First Congregational
Church, and consultant for the Mass .
Criminal Justice Training Council,
gave a workshop on sexual abuse.
She defined rape not as an aggressive expression of sexuality but as a
sexual expression of aggression. She
described three different types of
motivation for rape. About 70 percent
of rapists feel powerless and out of
control in their family life and work •
place. They feel manipulated by
something outside of themselves and
say "Just this once someone is going
to do something for me the way I like
it." This reasoning is most often used
when abusing children. This type of
rapist uses physical violence only to
control the victim. "Do as I tell you
and you won't get hurt."
The Conriection, AndouerHigh School students,
dramatizing depression and suicide.

Thirty percent of rapists are anger
motivated. They have no appropriate
outlet for their anger and often use
violence, physical and verbal.
The third type, representing only 3
percent, are sadistic. Their perception
of reality is distorted . They tend to
kidnap and torture the victim. This is
the kind of rapist all victims expect, at
the moment of rape.
Only one out of ten victims reports
the rape. Rev. Hufford said it is esti mated that 25 percent of every high
school class and one-third of the adult
population have been victims of sexual
assault.
There are five stages in an assault.
The victim is unaware of the first two.
In the first and second stages, the
rapist sets out to control the person
and remove from the victim the ability
to escape. Thirty percent of the rapists
are the "Blitz" (sudden) type - they
grab the person and do it. Seventy
percent are the "Confidence" type .
They are generally casual acquaintances of the victim. Ninety -nine
percent of incest is in this category .
In the first stage, they choose the
victim who appears vulnerable. The
victim is not aware of what's going on
in the environment. The majority are
14 to 26 years old and are often under
psychic stress because of a death,
divorce, or exams . They are not tuned
into the environment. Offenders ob serve this preoccupation. Often the
victim is coming home from school or
work and has an "it can't happen to
me" psychic mindset. The victim then
becomes The Mark.
The second stage is The Test. The
offender tests the victim verbally or
tactilely. The rapist may touch the
child on the arm, for example, or ask
personal questions of the teen. The
reaction of The fv1arkis noted. The
victim at this point can recede or not.
Sinc.e this is generally a non -threatening situation, the victim doesn't know
what is going on.
Rev. Hufford did say to trust your
gut feeling, however. This is your
survival instinct. Listen to it. For
example, dark areas which appear
potentially dangerous, probably are.
The next three stages are The
Threat, The Assault, and The T er mination.
The victim's response during the
attack usually vacillates between being
active and passive. The victims always
blame themselves later- "lf only I had
reacted differently."
After the rape there is The Trauma
Syndrome. The first stage is Crisis
Management when the victim assesses
the situation and decides whether to
report it to the police or a hospital.
The second is The Grief Syndrome.
Flashbacks and nightmares occur . The
person must try to work through the
grief. The next stage is Reorganization
when the person makes changes in the
self or environment (bolts the doors).
"This is not going to happen again ."
Next is Acceptance of the Crisis. The
person confronts the situation, understands it, and gives blame to the appropriate person. "It's a part of me."
The final stage is The Adapted Llfe
Style . The person has changed and
will be aware of this connection with
the past for the rest of life.

Concurrent Sessions
Other Workshops held during the
morning addressed ''Peer Counseling:

High School Students as Helpers" with
Rebecca Bryant Mooney and Mick
Wartman of the Andover Peer Coun seling Project; "The Role of Power in
Adolescence" with Dr. Jerome Schultz
of Lesley; and "How to Work with
Homeless Youth" with Helen
Patterson, Greater Boston Adolescent
Emergency Network, Barbara Scanlon,
Bridge Over Troubled Waters, and
Robert Wooler, Shortstop .

The Connection
After lunch, The Connection, a
group of Andover High School stud ents, put on skits dramatizing depression and suicide. Each took many
roles - that of the victim, the parent,
the friend, and the teacher. Their role
playing gave the audience a better
understanding of the causes and the
effects of suicide on others .

Adolescent Suicide: Can It
Be Prevented?
Dr. Eva Deykin, of the Harvard
School of Public Health, opened the
session by giving the three leading
causes of death of those 15-22 years
old: Accidents, Suicide, and Homicide .
Suicide, she said, was under -reported
because of the cultural, social, and
religious sanctions against it. It is
sometimes difficult to diagnose, par ticularly in cases of drug overdoses
and accidents .
In the past twenty years, there has
been a 22 percent increase in reported
suicides . The rate is the same for
those 45-54 years old, has decreased
for those 75-84, but has greatly increased for those 15-24. The reasons
for the teen increase are various:
Family fragmentation (although divorce
has not yet been proven causally
connected, the loss involved may be,
such as loss of a parent or of financial
status); a change in U.S. age structure
(more adolescents competing for limited resources); cultural lengthening of
adolescence (into the twenties); and
increased availability of drugs and
firearms . Or it might be a combination
of factors such as loss of parents, loss
of status through frequent geographic
moves, loss of peers, or loss of selfesteem (an inability to live up to expectations).
Dr. Oeykin said a suicide attempt
may be preceded by comments on
his/her own death, by behavioral
factors like giving away prized posses sions, by a decrease in school
performance, by multiple accidental
injuries, or by rapid and dramatic
mood changes.
She spoke of services given at
Boston City Hospital by social workers
who assess the needs of the child and
family, become a direct link between
the hospital and child, and provide
pleasurable experiences (talking and
having fun) to those who are particularly deprived in the inner city.

Concurrent Sessions
Afternoon workshops were also held
on "Principles of Family Therapy" with
Dr. Neal Klein of Lesley, "Dealing with
Substance Abuse" by Robert Evans,
North Shore Children's Hospital,
"Strategies for Helping Teens Make
Constructive Decisions," by Dr.
Steven Brion-Meisels, Judge Baker
Guidance Center, and "Adolescent
Sexuality: Problems and Programs, '' by
Dr. Lorraine Klerman, Brandeis.
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Notes ·of Current Interest
New Programs In The
Undergraduate School
For the Undergraduate Faculty, Vice
President George Miller reports the formulation of several new programs to
supplement the rich variety already being
offered within the Education Major and the
Human Services Major (formerly Child and
Community). Two are reported here in
some detail.
The Specialization in Arts Therapy within the Human Services Major is designed
for students intending to pursue a graduate
education to prepare for a career as an
Arts Therapist. In addition to Lesley's
customary practical courses combining
theory and field work, students who elect
this program will complete two minors: one
in Psychology and another in either Art or
Music. Through their study they will
acquire the strong background in the fine
arts and the behavioral sciences which is
necessary for entry into graduate training
programs in Arts Therapy. By completing
the Specialization, the students will also
earn Lesley's general Human Services
Major which has been considered so useful
by those graduating from here over the
past several years .
Th faculty comm,ttee , under the leadership of ChaJTperson Judith Campbell-Reed
and in consultation with Dean Shaun
McNiff of Lesley's Graduate School,
worked for almost a year to develop this
promising new specialization in an exciting
and growing field.
The Specialization in Counseling and
Five-Year Master of Arts in Counseling
Psychology, also within the Human Ser vices Maior, is designed for students in•
tending to pursue a graduate education to
prepare for a career as a Counselor. Stud ents in this specialization will also earn the
very useful Human Services Major and
as juniors or seniors may choose to apply
for admission to Lesley's Graduate School
and its Master's Degree Program in
Counseling Psychology.
The faculty committee chaired by Dr.
Neal Klein worked closely with Dean Tonie
Moran of Lesley's Graduate School to pro-

duce this fine specialization in a remarkably
short (:'::.riodof lime.
Vice President Miller commends the
many faculty/administrator committees
(numbering some 15 a year ago) for their
diligent and productive efforts to find ways
to counteract the recent trend of downward enrollments in the Undergraduate
School. (The trend seems to have been
reversed this spnng.) Some ideas among
the 15 or so investigated turned out not to
be feasible, but many were and have been
accepted . The 1wo reported above are
quite exciting. Two are still being studied ;
one is a cooperative program with the
Longy School of Music, the other is a new
major in "Leadership: Management of
People and Information" or such_ The
exact title is not yet determined.

George Miller-New
for '84

Plans

President Don Orton has announced
that George MiUerwill no longer be Vice
President and Dean of the Undergraduate
School, as of July l. He will, however.
continue as Professor of Education and will
have a well-earned sabbatical during the fall
semester_
President Orton says , "It is impossible
for me briefly to express my appreciation
for George's unsurpassed regard fm high
quality in programs and faculty, his
fairness, and his deep respect for people."
President Orton has appointed a
committee to begin a national search. He
says George Miller will be extremely hard
to replace. Members of the committee are
Susan Friel, Ed Ostrander, Karen
Robinson, Carol Streit, Linda Schulman,
Mary Mindess, and Allan Morris.

New Director of Financial
Aid
Kevin Gallagher was appointed Director
or Financial Aid in February, He earned his
Bachelor's degree from Bates College in
1964 with a major in History and his
Master's in f.ducational Administration
from The Catholic University of America in
1974. He taught social studies in the

secondary schools and has administrative
experience in financial aid at The Catholic
Univ. of America, St. Joseph's College, and
Western Maryland College.

Lesley / Spring, Texas,
Partnership
A new program, unique in the country,
has been developed this year between the
Lesley Undergraduate School and the
Spring, Texas, School District.
The Lesley/ Spring Partnership involves
sharing of responsibilities for the training of
student teachers and first-year teachers.
The selection process for participation is
highly competitive, and involves the Lesley
student submitting a "professional port ·
folio" and attending several personal interviews. If chosen, the seniors will do their
student teaching in Spring, Texas, for a full
semester either in the fall or spring. They
will work with Master Teachers who have
been chosen for their leadership abilities
and interest in the program _
In the following September, successful
students will be guaranteed jobs as first•
year teachers in the Spring District, about
25 miles northwest of Houston. They will
keep in contact with Lesley through alum•
rn. faculty, or videotape critiques .
This is a mutually satisfymg partnership,
says Karen Shipley Robinson , Undergrad uate Division Head for Education , Lesley
has good teachers and Spring needs them.
"Spring is a place where quality education
JS a high priority and teachers are held in
high esteem," according to a recent Spring
brochure _

Peter Rowan, National
Presidency
Peter Rowan was recently elected to the
national Presidency of the American
Society of Group Psychotherapy and
Psychodrama . He is co-founder and
current director of the New England Institute of Psychodrama, a co re faculty
member of the Arts Institute, and Chairman of the Lesley College Graduate
School faculty.

As Lesley approaches its 75th Anniver·
sary this fall, its dynamic growth becomes
evident to all those close to the College.
Since its founding m 1909, ii has grown
from a small school preparing young
women to be kindergarten teachers to a
nationally and 111ternationallyrecognized
institution training educators, human ser ·
vice personnel, and managers for business
and industry at both the undergraduate
and graduate levels.
Today, with the need for generating
funds more urgent than ever before, Lesley
must involve its various constituencies in
the effort to meet its most urgent capital
needs. These include 1) raising $1 million in
endowed scholarship funds and 2) con •
struction of a new Student Center. These
fund-raising priorities were established by
the College together with the recently
launched Trustee Development
Committee Since March 1983, this
Committee has been actively fund raising
and workmg lo include the full Board in
this process .

Scholarship Campaign
Increased endowment for scho larships is
the College's most urgent fund,raising ob•
jective, The demands on existing scholar ship resources at Lesley have never been
greater. Approximately 70 percent of all
students receive some form of financial aid.
Generally, Lesley students assume
responsibility for about 45 percent of their
financial needs thro ugh loans and workstudy programs. With the typical student
corning from a family in the low-to-middle

Alumni Council Election
Election of represent atives to the Lesley
College Alumni Council is underway as we
go to press. Results of the election will be
announced at Alumni Weekend, June 1-3,
and in the next issue of The Current . The
first meeting of the Alumni Council is
scheduled for May 4-5.

Yearbook Quest Successful
A very special thanks to Alice Beard
O 'Neil who responded to our plea for a
1927 yearbook-the only one we needed to
complete our set. Alice also sent along
some photographs and other memorabilia
of her Lesley days, including the program
from the 1927 Lesley School night al the
Pops!

Alumni Meet Mary Mindess
in Houston
Sheri-lyn Lockwood Nowill, '81, hosted a
gathering of Houston area alumni on April
18. The occasion for the wine and cheese
party was a visit by Mary Mindess, Lesley
College Professor of Education , who was in
Houston to facilitate the new Lesley
College/ Spring, Texas, Partnership .

Alumns Respond with Photos
Many thanks to the alumni who, in response to our request in the last Current,
have sent photos for Lesley's archives_ To
date , the years represented include: 1927,
1928, 1936, 1946, 1962, and 1%7.
Appreciation is expressed to: Marguerite
Sargent Hurley, '28, Helena Cavanaugh
Austin, '36, Dorcas Smith Van Schaick,
'46, Naomi Neiman Fruitt, '64, and Janet
Lipman Brennan,'67. Additional photos
would be welcomed.

DON'T MISS ALUMNI
WEEKEND, JUNE 1-3, 1984!!

President on Governor's
Committee
Governor Michael Dukakis has
appointed President Don Orton to the
Governor's Day-Care Partnership ProJect,
one of several task forces scheduled to
look at a variety of educational issues.

Development
Two Capital Fund-Raising
Projects Planned For Lesley's
75th Anniversary

News from the
AJumni Office

income bracket, the average family con •
tribution amounts to ap proximately only 17
percent of total costs. Tuition, room,
board, and fees will be $10,800 in 1984-85.
New funding sources therefo re must be
developed if Lesley is to ensure that
students will receive adequate assistance in
meeting educational expenses.
The availability of financial aid has a
major impact on enrollment patterns and
on the composition of the student body. In
order to maintain its present level of excel lence, Lesley must have sufficient financial
aid funds to attract the best applicants
from all socio-economic backgrounds. Of
the $1 million goal set /or endowed
scholarships, the College already has
approximately $200,000 in hand. Because
the scholarship assistance program will be
sustained in large measure by private gifts,
it is of critical importance that Lesley work
with all its key constituents to provide
additional financial resources.

A New Student Center
A top priority in Lesley's efforts to improve its physical facilities will be the construction of a Student Center. At present,
one meeting place for students on
campus ,s Charlie's Bookstore and the
adjoining coffee shop - an area of
approximately 1,400 square feet. The plan
for a new Student Center would expand
this current space by extending the first
floor onto an existing deck and by building
a new mezzanine above this area . The
additional space would almost triple in size
the area currently in use. Further, the
existing space directly above and adjacent
to the planned Student Center would al~o
be renovated to create two urgently needed modem classrooms.

A new Student Center will greatly improve academic and cultu ral life at Lesley,
which enrolls a large student commuter
population. The total cost of the proiect is
$424,000. Of this amount, the College
already has raised approximately half that
amount in private gifts and grants. The
goal 1s to raise the remaining funds by
December 31, 1984.

Broadening the Base of Support
Success in raising funds for both scholar ships and the construction of a new
Student Center depends heavily on
Lesley's ability to significantly broaden its
base of support as well as to increase the
level of giving from its current donors.
Plans are currently underway to approach
all of Lesley's key constituents-governing
boards, alumni, parents, and friendsthrough personal solicitations, mail appeals,
and phonathons . Foundations and corporations are also being approached for
support of these important projects .
Lesley is now at an important junction in
its history, where the potential for fundraising success is great. In particular, the
upcoming 75th Anniversary offers an especially fitting occasion for all members of
the Lesley community to recognize the
College's unique accomplishments and
renew their commitment to its future . Support from those closest to the College wiU
be a key factor in genera ting increased
private gifts which are so vitally needed .

Graduate

Upcoming
Programs
June 15-17

School

Revels: Ritual , Song,

Dance, Drama with John Langstaff. A
weekend of workshops in traditional and
ritual material culminatmg in an impromptu
perlormanc-e.
One credit :
$185
Non•credit :
$85
Registration:
$15
For further information, contact Nancy
Langstaff, Arts Institute, Lesley.
June 25-29

Creative Arts in Learning

Join a team of artists and teachers in
hands-on workshops in dance, drama,
music. poerry, and visual arts .
Three credits:
$655
Non-credit:
$285
Registration:
$15
Contact Nancy Langstaff, Creative Arts in
Learning Program, Lesley_
July 30-August 16

China Close Up

Shanghai, Xian, and Beijing study tour. For
further mformation, contact Maurice
Sterns, Lesley Graduate School.
August I-5

Institute for New

Administrators in Non-Profit
Organizations

Intensive workshops on marketing and
communication, management information
systems, personnel administration, budget ing and fiscal management styles.
Cost:
$600
For further information, write Management
Division, Lesley Graduate SchooL
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Moving?

Undergraduate Class Notes

1946-1948

Please write to the Alumni Office. Euery time we haue a
wrong address, we must pay the Post Office 25 cents. And you don't
receive your Current.
,. '

Where 's the News?

1933
Where's the News?

1934
Kathleen Cail Dahlquist hopes to see many
of her classmates in June. She Ul!IIbe in Mass.
for her grandchildren's graduations: Rich will
graduate from Tufts Univ. m June and Susan
from Notre Dame Academy. Another grandson
will graduate from high school m Wellington,
N.J . All told, she has 12 grandchildren: 6 girls
and 6 boys.
Don't miss Alumni Weekend, June 1-3!

1935-1936

1949
Where's the News?
Don't miss Alumni Weekend, June 1-3!

1950
Mary Robinson Maynard and her daughter,
Mary-Lou Dow, have written the book, The
Women's Guide to &ston, to be published in
the spring. It contains up-to<late information on
accommodations, shops, and sight-seeing. It
also includes background information on
women's contributions to the city and
outstanding women of Boston.

1951

Where's the News?
Where's the News?

1937
Claire O'Bnen Driscoll reports that she is
enJoying retirement after 38 years in the
Somerville Schools. She keeps active with
teachers' groups, reading, atlending thearre,
traveling, and dabbling m crafts.

Lesley students (1926) with housemother Mrs.
Julia Geib (front left).

1925
Eleanor Stedman Berry spends her Winters
at her home in Boca Raton and her summers in
Wollboro, N.H.
Mary McCarron Mead and her husband,
Frank, who retired from N.E. Telephone, spend
their 1.111nters
in Florida. Frank golfs 5 times a
week at their club. Mary is "out there " doing
nine holes with 65 gals. From 1979-82 they and
friends from their club in Marion were in Ireland
and England where the "boys" were salmon
fishing and the "gals" were shopping and sightseemg.

1926
Eleanor Smith Cutting is active in church
work, and the Woman's Club, Garden Club,
and Historical Society.

1927-1928
Where's the News?

1929
Gertrude Sanborn Sands spent the holiday
season in Virginia 1.111th
her children and four
grandchildren. Her oldest grandchild, Cathenne
(18), will enter coUege m 1984.
Don't miss Alumni Weekend, June 1-3!

1930
Where's the News?

1931
Lucille Musto Rizzo and her husband,
Frank, recently celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary. Their children, Estelle and John,
gave them a party. They have four grandchildren and two great -grandsons.

1932
Mary Esther Crankshaw Johnson is

meeting With alumns and writes that "being a
part of such a successful group of Lesley
graduates is pure pleasure!" Family and
traveling are her favorite occupations, and the
more she sees of the States, the prouder she is
for all of us.
Alma Burges R.ohdin and her husband,
David, keep busy with their family, church
acliV1ties,and community affairs. They have
nine grandchildren and one great -grandson.
Last October, Mary Doole Sarre and two
classmates, Mary Laughlin Morrison and
Doroth y Patter Hawthorne, met for lunch in
Leominster. They try to get together once a
year.

1938
Muriel Barber Kneib and her husband,
Charlie, are leaving Tucson around mid-May.
They will trailer to the East Coast via Texas
and Florida. She 1.11111
attend her 50th high
school reunion in N.H. in June, visit the Gaspe
Peninsula, and then leisurely journey westward,
They will return to Tucson around mid-August
in time for surgery on an ankle broken 31 years
ago in Japan. Following that, her activities,
usually numerous, will be somewhat curtailed .

1939
Where's the News?
Don't miss Alumni Weekend, June 1-3!

1940
Mildred Wolger Howlett is a grandmother
of four!
For the past two years, Jeanette Pederson
Smith and her husband, Bill, have lived in Port
St. Lucie, FL They sing in a choir and at a
nursing home. Bill is back teaching at the
graduate school at F.S.T. in Melbourne and
plans for Ph.D. students in lasers. Jeanelle still
paints but works more on her sculpting these
days. Her daughter Vicki, husband John, and
their children live in Curacao, Netherlands
Antilles. She and her husband took several trips
this year.

1941- 1942
Where's the News?

1943
Elizabeth Kelly Cook was in the hospital
for three weeks for surgery . She has had a
tough struggle but, 1.111th
the help of family and
friends, she 1s back on her feet.
Lourdes Marie Correia sends her best to
all her classmates in 1943 and 1953. She hopes
to attend the next reunion.
Mary-Louise Hood Harvey recently saw
two of her classmates from '43, Alice Howard
Randolf and Elaine Callahan Cavanaugh .
She reports that they relived those "happy
Lesley years!"

1944

1952
Dorothy Miller Newton has been the
principal of the South School m Raynham for
the past 18 years Her son, :kff, teaches m
Kentucky and daughter, Jane, is an executive
secretary for the Bank of Bermuda.
Audrey Furze Stark is teaching grade 5 but
is thinking of early retirement. Her husband,
Joe, will retire soon, after teaching 30 years m
the San Francisco school system . Important to
her are traveling and craft hobbies, and her
involvement with her church.
Jacquie Greenberg Wolff retired m 1981
after teaching kindergarten for 19 years in New
Rochelle, NY. She and her husband, Dan,
returned to Es.sex,CT, to enJoy the fruits of
their labor: boating, traveling, and small-town
living.

1953

1945
Natalie Hass Pogson, who has rehred from
active teaching, worked with Mary Mindess on
the New England Kindergarten Conference.

Where's the News?

1957
Representative Merle Royte Nelson, DPortland, is seeking re-election to the Maine
House from District 28. Now in her fourth term,
Merle is chairwoman of the Health and
Institutional Services Committee . She pre\llouslv
chaired the Veterans, Aging, and Retirement
Committee, and headed the Cumberland
County Delegation.
Joan Weinstein Sherman and her husband,
Beryl, an orthodontist, live in Laru::aster, PA.
They have three sons : Craig is in his first year
at the Univ. of Penn. Medical School, Harris
attends Carnegie Mellon Univ. in Pittsburgh,
and Fred will start college in September . Joan
has worked as her husband's office manager for
the past JS years. She sends her good 1.111shes
to the Class of 1957.

1958
Sandra Schlesinger Moskowitz writes, "I
am sliUbasking in the glow of our 25th reunion .
Lesley's great strides forward fillme With a
sense of delight and pride."

1959
Alice Silverstein Fierstein is living in
Stamford, CT , with her husband, Dick, and two
children, Charlie {17)and Bonni (9). They plan
to attend the 25th reunion and hope to see
many of her classmates
Jane Robertson Ryer and husband Btll are
busy with daughters, Victoria (12) and Scotia
(9). Jane says that not only did she get a greal
education from Lesley, she also had fun.
In February, Marsha Kolsky Traub, G'79,
spoke on the stress of parenthood to
babysitting co -op members in Duxbury .
Don't miss Alumni Weekend, June 1-31

1960

Barbara Goldsmith Empie teaches nursery

school five mornings a week. Her daughter,
Sally, an art teacher in Rye, NY, and her
husband, Steven, expected their first child in
March . Barbara's son, Robert, is al U.N.H. and
her daughter, Susan, is at Simmons College.
Mary-Louise Vincent Fisher's second
grandson was born in October . Her sons, Dana
and Mark, are married. Her daughter, Mary
Lou, is an art major. Son Bruce works at home
and son Billyon the Cape.
Annette Peterson Noyes writes that the
years since her graduation have brought many
changes. She taught elementary grades in
Oakland, California, worked in the business
field, received her Master's degree from Rollins
College in Winter Park, Florida, and was a
school counselor and a teacher in junior high.
For the past few years, she has been the school
counselor at Zellwood {FL) Elementary School.
She interrupted her activities long enough to
become the wife of Edward J. Noyes. They
honeymooned in Scandinavia, and visited her
relatives m Sweden. They now live in Winter
Park, FL, and their daughter and her family live
across the street . Ed retired from the Boston
Police Dept. and works for the Orange County
Sheriff's Dept.
On September 11, the hottest day of 1983,
Zoe Eberhardt Woodruff and her husband,
Woody, held a mm1-reumon for '53 at their
home in Bristol, RI. The guest list included
Martha Bowden Hancock, Helen Hawkins
Hogan and John , Dee Butterfield Brosnan
and Jerry, Mary Giblin Heroux and Paul,
Harriel Gleason Diamond and Bob.

1954
Ruth Welensky Roblin, G78, is a special

needsteacher at the Community Center School

Where's the News?

1961
Virginia Farrell Blau is on a year's leave
from teaching with DOD schools in Panama .
Her husband, Juan, is manager of the Texaco
operation for Central Africa. Her daughter,
Laura, is a sophomore at Tufts Univ. and
Jackie is a freshman at Boston College.
Roberta Caras Fishman has an art consulting firm and her husband, Bob, is
president of Norfolk Outfitters, Inc. Their
daughter is a senior at Hobart and William
Smith, son Eric is a sophomore al Hamilton
College, and son Peter is a freshman at Weston
High School.
Mary Gustafson Watt is Editor of the New
Hampshire Assoc. for Computer Education
Statewide (NHACES) and serves on its
Executive Board. She delivered two lectures a1
the Challenge for Change Conference in
Montreal in December, 1983, on "Looking at
Educational Software" and "The Computer as a
Tool in the English Class ." She gave a talk on
"Teaching LOGO" to McGill Univ. students
and faculty. Her book, Teaching wrth LOGO,
will be published by Addison-Wesley in late
1984.
Joan Sorkin Shulman 1s a vocational
counselor at Northeastern Urnv. where since
January , 1984, she has been teaching the
course "Self-assessment and Career
Exploration ."
Betye Baum Wasserman hopes to meet
soon with Eda Weinberg Stepper and
Marlene Steinman Chorches .

1962

in West Newton . She works with E.DJ L.D.

boys whose home towns cannot provide the
services mandated 1n their education plans.
Don't miss Alumni Weekend, June 1-3!

Where's the News?
Don't miss Alumni Weekend, June 1-3!

1956

1955
Barbara Rice Burkemper 's two oldest
daughters are mamed. Her two younger
daughters are in college and her son is in his
last year of high school. Barbara is still working
in real estate and enjoying it.

Joan Perlroth Gelpey is still director of a
nursery school m Peabody and also helps her
husband in their computer store where she sells
software and computers to schools .
This is Helaine Fin1'el Saperstein's fourth
year teaching nursery school , which she enJoys
very much. She and Joel just celebrated their
20th wedding anniversary . Their children are
Michael ( 16) and Sheri (9).

6
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your Current.

1963
Linda Nissel on ,s an abstract painter in
Larchmont, NY. She exh1b1ted watercolors in
March at the Paper Work Gallery in
Larchmonl, and acrylics and watercolors at the
Pindar GaUery in New York City .
Marilyn Kr<1merVas in's children are Giles
(l2) and Aaron (11) . Her life 1s filled with work,
children's activities, and good friends . She
would love to hear from her Lesley friends .

1964
Lovisa Wells Hill is in her fifth year of
teaching nursery school wh,ch she "likes more
and more every year." Her husband still works
for Johnson and Johnson . Her oldest daughter,
Heather, is looking at colleges to attend in 1985.
Mary F. Moore resumed her maiden name
and ha qualified ro reach kindergarten in
Denmark . She is currently working as a
substitute reacher .
Joan Lubow Stone 1s looking forward to
seeing former classmates at their 20th reunion
,n '84 Her husband, Larry, 1s an orthodontist.
She works part time for an optometrisl. She
en,oys sing111gwith the Sweet Adehnes, golf,
and aerobics . Her daughter Marcy (18) 1s a
freshman ,n college and J,11(16) ,s a high school
sophomore .
M rjorie Stone Tanzer-Glau 1s looking
forward to her 20th reunion and encourages
everyone in the class of '64 to return lo Lesley
and m;ske ii "the best time ever."
Don't mi Alumni Weekend, June 1-3!

1965
G yle C ikacz ,s assistant staff manager m
the Pt<rsonnel Dept. of New England Telephone
m Brainrree.
Barbara Stevens Clark is enjoying her
"fifties" by traveling, keeping fit, enjoymg her
grandchildren, and working with the handi capped. Her three sons live closeby, rwo are
married. They have many happy times together.
Nancy Rosenthal Lamer received her
master's in education in May, '83, from Si.
Thomas Univ . ,n Houston, TX. She has started
her own business doing tole painting. Nancy
recently worked m Marshall Field's and Lord
and Taylor Her daughter, Becky, ,s a freshman
at South West Texas State. Her son, Ben. is a
freshman in high school. Her husba nd , Ken, is a
vice president of research for Western
Geophysical Co., "and a great husband and
father."

1966
Janet Margulies Goldstein, her husband,
Norm, and their children, David (6) and Jeff (3)
live in Burke, VA. Janet enjoys working part
time as an education counselor at George
Mason Univ. in Fairfax .
Karen Gold Gray ,s raking special education
courses al Georgian Court College in
Lakewood, NJ . She says there is a definne need
for special ed . teachers and her children, David
(13) and Jenmfer (11), are old enough so that
she can return lo work..
Jane Atwater Hale and her husband.
Robert, have 3 children : Stacy (12), Robert (9),
and Dana (5) . Jane does bookkeeping for her
husband and loves it. She has lots of ammals dogs, ducks, geese, chickens, pigs, and bunnies.
The Hales have a condo in Boca Raton, FL,
which they enJoy on winter vacations .
After 5 years as a secondary school sales
representative with Ginn and Co ., Jayme
Wicherman Horowitz joined D.C . Heath this
year as a secondary sales rep. for the entire
NYC and L.I.region .
Bonnie Renert Ross and her husband, Irv,
have two children, Elizabeth (16) and Glenn
(14) . Bonnie has a master's degree from
Marywood College, Scranton, PA After 12
years as a teacher at the Junior high level 1n
Montgomery County, MD, she has ·•retired"
and owns a franchise for MAILBOXES, ETC .,
USA

1967
Janet Lipman Brennan works part llme for
Pacific: Paper Products in Lawrence . She also
has a small business with "' fnend collecting and
selling tum-of -the<entury hand-tinted
photographs . Her husband works c1t Unu d
Technologies Research Lab . They have a son,
David (10).

Susan Schneider Gagnon and her
husband, Edward, live in Needham . He owns a
tree business: Heritage Arburists . Susan
encourages disabled individuals 10 enjoy
photography . She has coordinated a phoro
conference at the Smithsonian for visually
impaired persons and enjoys tea ching
pho10grc1phy to the handicapped. Su also
works at Polaroid Corp . as a senior customer
service -representative and inVltes calls on their
toll-free line, 1-800-225-1384
.
usan Geller is enrolled at the Umv. of
Maryland 1n Baltimore at the School of Social
Work and Community Planning . She 1s
completing her first-year mtemship in the
neonalology urut at Children's Hospnal National
Medical Center in Washington, DC . She
returned to the U.S. in June, 1983, after
teaching for 4 years in West Germany for the
Dept. of Defense Dependent Schools. During
her last three years, she was aSS1gned 10 the
West Berlin American High School.
After teaching for IO years in the public
school system, Regina Rosenbaum
tein ,s
enioying teaching nursery school and piano . Her
two ons are Matthew (8) and Robert (5)
Deborah Wolfe Stem lives m Edmonds,
WA, with her husband, Bill, and their son,
Danny . They opened a sporting goods
consignment shop last year.
Francee Sigal Soloman and daughters
Shern, Caren, and Llsa VlSlted Marci Sissman
Vedelli, her husband , Joel, and their two
children, Jonathon and Jodi, m V1rg1mathis
past February . Francee and Marc,e made plan~
to visll Lesley with their daughters!

1968
Mary Kuhn Weber recently became a real
estate broker ror Lois Ernst m Lexington . Her
daughter, Abbie, ,s 12 and her son, Jason, ,s 9.
Her husband, Tom, 1s a financial consultant.
Mary volunteers as a G,rl Scout leader and an
organizer for the school .

1969
Marcia Colagiovanni is a legal assistant
for the law firm of Arent, Fox et al, 1n
Washington, DC.
Ruth Lilien Fay writes that she, her
husband, Fred, and their two daughters, Bambi
(6) and Nell (3) are d01ng fine m York, PA.
Don't miss Alumni Weekend, June 1-3!

1970
Susan Brine is a teacher of two-year-olds at
the Hartford (CT) Jeo.vish Community Center .
She has two daughters, 5 and 7.
Bryna Rifkind has been workmg with gifted
children since 1973, first in Fairfax County, VA,
and , currently, m the San Franc,sco Bay area
She has done extensive work ,n the field of
creatwe dramahcs and uses th m as teaching
methods lo enhance cognihve and affective
te<1rning. As well as sharing these techmqu.es at
various conferences, she has been leaching part
time at San Francisco State and U .C.,
Berkeley .
Ann Greenberg was remarried on
September 23, 1983, to Mark Shap,ro . Mark
has a son, Nick, who ,s 8. Ann ,s teaching
grade 5 in Taylor, Ml.
Everything is going well for Carole
Kazanjian Smith and her family m Troy , NY.
Carole and her husband, Bob, have two
daughters, Jennifer (8} and Lauren (5}. Carole is
complenng her master's degree reqwrements at
RusseU Sa_geCollege . She ,s also princLpal of
her church's Sunday School . Th,s expenence
has made her realize how much she misses
teaching. She is planning to get back into it now
that her daughters are m school .

1971
Martha Frederick Vicens and her husband,
W,llie, are enJoying raising their four children,
Luke (8), Canie (6), Noelle (4), and Leigh (2), ,n
North Andover . Manha IS assisting in a nursery
school two mornings a week to mee t stale
reqwrements to become a licensed nursery
school teacher . In her spare time, she has.
become a craftsperson seU,ng much of her work
through the Hay Scales Exchange , a store
which promotes the work of I al ar1isans .

1972
Wendi C.irton Scheinberg has been
working part 11mefor a chiropractor for almost
two years. She wntes, uh has been a great mix

of something inte restmg and educahonal as well
as g1vmg me a 'sense' of financial independence
dunng these years ." Her son, Adam, ,s now 8
and h r daughter. Rohm, is 4. She sttll bikes
and plays tennis when the weather permits, and
says that h 1sa permanent fixture at their
loc;il Nautilus Health Club . She keeps in touch
with ·nc1aFo11Katz but hasn't heard from
many of her old friends since their last reunion.
She says "hello " to all.

1973
Patti Debon Ellis and her husband, Bill,
moved mto the,r new home in Hummelstown,
PA, just before the arrival of their daughler Kelli
in October . Kelh, Sean (4), and their parents
en1oy liVlngm the Hershey area - "The aroma in
lh,s town is so delicious!"
Joyce McCarty Gigante divides her hme
between working part time at the Candy
Boutique in Beverly and being with her two
sons, 6 and 41~.
Marcia Packer Schechter 1s a full-time
nursery and day-care reacher at the Silver
Spnngs (MD) Learmng Center, where her two
children attend school.

1974
Meryl Aaron married Tyler B. Stewarl in
May , 1980. They have two sons, Ian Berkeley,
born in March, 1981, and Graham Tyler, born
in Jun e , 1983. Meryl had been a nursery kindergarten teacher and a bank supervisor
before she "retired ." Her husband is in data
process.mg and malldgement information at
Peppe.ndge Farms, Inc. Meryl lives in Stratford,
CT, and "would love to hear from everyone ."
~artha Grodd DeMoss is enjoying life in
Essex Jct., VT . She ,s busy caring for Geoffrey
(4) and expected a second baby ,n Apnl. Her
husband, Harold, has a thriVlng practice m
family rned1c1ne In addition to parenting this
past year, Martha did some office management
for her husband .
Jan Fogel has started a new Job as a
proless,onal seamstress making puppets for The
Kids On The Block. The puppets teach school
children about physical handicaps.
Susan Gilbert-Hir hon is currently jobshanng m grade 4 ,n the Portland (ME) school
system. She has a daughter (2).
Ellen Schwartz Hartford expected her
second child in Apnl. The Hartfords' first child
is now 2½. Ellen wntes thal she "is looking
forward to seeing Cambndge after 10 years and
to our reunion in June ."
After takmg a year's maternity leave to have
her youngest daughter, Jessica Anne, Caroline
Deloury Lequin 1s back at utile Folks
Preschool in Woburn.
Judith Ney Levin and her husband, J rold,
live in Freehold, NJ, with Joshua Phillip (3).
Jerold is cont roller of the family business,
ExduSlve Decorators, a fumiture store in East
Brunswick .
Laurie Ruben tein Levin ,s working al
lnternauonal Data Corp ., alter teaching
elementary school in Wilmington for mne years.
Don't mis Alumni Weekend , June 1-3!

1975
Judith Smith Melby works in the Sales
Dept. of Nat1onal Semiconductor . Her husband,
John, ,s an insurance executive . The,r 1wo sons
are David (15) and Jeff (7).

1976
Jackie Ro Meltzer 1s married and hvmg in
Washington, DC, where she teaches grade I at
the Georgetown Day School.
Susan Hinman Waldman and her husband,
Denms, are awaiting lhe b1rrh of their first ch,ld
in August. Susan is a grants and contracts
administrator m the Dept . of Radialion Therapy
ar Harvard Medical School . Denms, a graduate
of MIT, IS an engineering sales rep. for Hewlett
Packard m Lexington. The couple 1s liVlngm
Bnghron

1977
After graduat,on, Judith Fratto Donnelly
taught in the Cambridge Public Schools for 2
year~ . She spenl the next 2 1, years m Montreal,
where her husband , Tom, was mmsferTed .
They have two daughters, Noelle (4) and Jill (2).
They are back m MA, and hving in Medford ,
but are moving ro Cambndge . Judith spends
her time raising her daughters and loves ,t!

Debbi Ogan Fendell ,. "' lloi:lt! with her
daughters MebsSd (4) and AlltSon (II She ,s CO·
editor of a local newsletter for J)clrents of young
children called Hand in Hand, and works with
local Friends of Child Find to improve methods
for localing m1ss1ngchildren.
Ellen Whitman Flynn and her husband,
Bernard, have a son, Andrew Daniel Whitman
(2). Ellen 1s sales director for the Ramada Inn m
Atlanta. Georg1d.
Debra Davis Sullivan is a kindergarten
teacher at Hanscom Air Force Base . She and
her husband. DaVld, had a son, Kevin DaVld, ,n
May, 1983. Kevin has a sister, Kem Jean (3).

1978
Jacqualine Berger Maiman 's son, Joshuo
Isaac, celebrated his lirsl birthday on August 3,
1983. Jacqualine is living in Louisiana where she
,s a member of the adjunct faculty at the
Delgado Commumty College, teaching in the
education and early childhood educahOn
program She received her master's m early
childhood special education 1n May, '83, from
Tulane Univ.

1979
uzanne Crerar ,s teaching physical f11ness
classes at the Ohs Town HaU. In addition, she
also supervises twelve teachers at the
Valleyhead School for emotionally disturbed and
retarded teenage girls in Lenox .
Janice Graeff is an administrative assistant
for the alcohohsm treatment program of St.
Elizabelh's Hospital m Brighton and ,s also <1
staff cour,selor at Cambndgeport Problem
Center .
Kathleen Tommaney Kane 1s living and
teaching in Jacksonville. FL. She and her
husband, Philip, are happily awaiting the birth of
their fin;! child, d11e to arrive this summer .
Susan Klett and h r husband bought their
first home last summer in Trenton, NJ. On
September 20, 1983, their first child, Alison
Marie, was born Susan took materruty leave
from Matheman ca Policy Research, Inc., and
planned to return there, part time, after the first
of the year .
Roberta Mullin is working as technical
support with micro-computers.
Don't miss Alumni Weekend, June l-3!

1980
The Board of Directors of Western Bank Wesrheimer, Houston, TX, has announced the
promohon of Amy Cole 10 the position of
systems officer. She is also a volunteer with the
Special Olympics and the March of Dimes.
Nancy Kendall is presently involved in the
development of a Pre-vocational Skills Program
for the Mentally Retarded and Emohonally
Disturbed. She ,s also the director of the
Haverhill Recreauon Special Needs Summer
Camp and the Winter and Spring Program .
Lori Lefkowitz received her master's degree
m reading and learmng disabilities from the
Univ. of Rochester . She ,s reaching an upper
elementary ckiss for the learmng disabled in the
Rochester (NY) City School Distn t.
Melinda Sheehan Wade 1s a legal assistant
for an attorney in Fairfax, VA. She ,s fascinated
w,th lhe work and is thinking about attending
law school.

1981
Erin Gallagher teaches grade I m the
Houston Independent School Distnct.
Mary McMillan Mar-vullo 1s running a
community residence for mentally retarded
adult women. She finds II challenging,
demanding, and rewaTdmg. She writes that she
would welcome any contacts from Lesley
alumns on Long fsland .
Kimbe..-ly Pike is a special education teacher
,n Harwich .
Deborah Sigel married Kenneth Rutz on
July 3, 1983. She received her master's m Social
Work in May, '83, from Werzweiler School of
Social Work and ,s now lhe director of a
program for the elderly ,n N.Y C .
Kelli Gallagher Zilk hves1n Los Angeles
and teaches grnde 4 at the All Saints Catholic
School Her hu band, Paul, works for the
Carnation Co . Both are en,oymg the Californ,a
!,Un.
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What's New?
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Anything ne w o r exciting happen ed to you lately?

If so, write to The Current.

1982
Susan Arb orio teaches at the Renbrook
School m West Hartford, CT. She loves
teaching, especially kindergarten! She is
enrolled at St. Joseph's College, where she is
working on her master's in early childhood
special education. She invites Lesley alumns in
the area lo please stop by .
Lori Hayward was married to Steven C .
O'Brien last summer . Lori continues working as
a counselor and tutor at the Cardinal Cushing
School and Training Center in Hanover . Lori
and Steven are living in Scituate .
Denise Laferriere is leaching grades 5
through 8 at St. Mary -Sacred Heart School in
North Attleboro .
Betsy Pappas is currently employed al the
Thomas Anthony Pappas Charitable
Foundation.
Joy Do nahue Simpson is an assistant
kindergarten teacher for the East Williston
School on Long Island, NY.

1983
Urs ula Broeck has been appointed a
substitute teacher for grades K-5 for the Jacobs
School in Hull.
Joan Co ndakes and David Charpie we re
married in February . David has a nuclear
engineering degree from MIT and is employed
by Westinghouse . The couple live in
Monroeville.
Kelly Day is head teacher in the Children's
Day Care Center of Cambridge . She is also
serving on her union's health and safety
committee and is taking a class at "our rival
school , Wheelock ."
Susan Epstein is working at Yale's Graduate
School Admissions Office . After her upcoming
weddmg, Susan plans to mov e back to Mass .
Diane Aeury and Jeffrey Fleming were
married on December 31 , 1983. Th e coup le
honeymooned m Niagara Falls an d Canad a .
They now hve 1n Holyoke . Diane is an
admissions counselor al Bay Path Juruor
College . J ellrey is a third -year stud ent at
Western New England School of Law and a
lieutenant in the U.S . Army .
Anne Gould is teaching in a private agency
(school and day care combined) in North
Carolina for children with moderate to severe
retardation . The children also have secondary
handicaps like cerebral palsy, orthopedic
problems, seizure disorders, and behavioral
problems . Anne u.0s recently promoted to
Education Coordinator and is in charge of
programming for 17 moderately to profoundly
developmentally delayed youngsters . She also
wor ks with the parents to make sure their
program is consistent at home and in the
school . "It's a lot of work, but Lesley's program
gave me a great foundation to build on - and I
am building!" Anne "wouldn 't trade North
Carolina for the world 1" She sends her regards
to fnends and faculty .
Christina Klinkon is teachmg pre -school at
the Haggerty School near Fresh Pond ,n
Cambndge. She 1s rhmking about moving to
either California or Maryland.
Katie Lucier 1s a full-time graduate student
at Tufts Univ . and is pursuing a Master of Arts
in Mathematics . She plans to be certified to
teach at the secondary level.
Tari Nugent married James J . Thomas in
December , 1983. She is a teacher in the
Portland (ME) school system . Her husband
graduated from the Umv . of New England m
1980 where he is now a teacher in the
Mathematics Dept .
M ary Rose is teaching an extended-day
kindergarten program in Newton under the
direction of fellow grad Sheila Skahan, '80.
Mary planned to travel to the Phoenix area in
March to visit classmates Katheri ne la Ae ur
and Linda Ol enick.
Elaine Silverberg is a clinical educator and
teacher at Elmcrest Psychiatnc Institute in
Portland, ME.
Anne Stevens mamed Lester Wade on
September 11, 1983. She is employed by the
Dept. of Social Services in Yarmouth. Her
husband is a construction contractor . The
couple live in Centerville .

1985
Sharon M. Monteforte mamed Leonard A.
Greco Ill. The couple are making their home in
Everett.

Graduate Class Notes
Management

Counse ling

Barba ra Aschheim , '82, has a new position
as Industry Education Consultant to the State
Dept. of Education, Bureau of Student
Community and Adult Services, Community
Education Program . She is coordinating
industry and education partnerships, especially
for programs such as career awareness and job
readiness.

Ruth Brown , '81, is a social worker with the
New England Home for Little Wanderers .
Jean Goldb erg, '80, is a licensed certified
social worker, family and mamage counselor.
and eating disorder specialist. She works m
private practice with Dr. Robert Van
Wittengerghe, a psychiatrist.

CC DA
Beverly Chambers , 78, writes "My school
is coming along very nicely . I'm involved with 10
or 12 children a week . Each new group seems
lo be the best yet."

Environmental Educat ion
James Peterson, MS'83, is assistarit
administrator of the North East Audubon
Center in Sharon, CT. Jim's duties include
giving slide shows, attending conferences,
visiting schools, and teaching.

CAGS
Rosalie Williams , 78, a health educator and
consultant, spoke at the Bristol Community
College about "PMS: Premenstrual Syndrome."

Inde pe nden t ~ tudy
Thomas Armstrong, 76, has a book,

Creating Classroom Structure : A Practical
Guide for the Special Educator, coming out in
the spring of 1984 from Spe cial Child
Publ ications, Seattle , WA . Thomas is a doctoral
candidate in East West Psychology al the Calif.
Institute of Integral Studies in San Francisco .

Edu ca tion
Ur ula Boyle, 79 , is head teacher at the
Burlington Day Care Center . Her students
range in age from 2½ to 6.
Wendy Ca rr , '83, is teaching at the Shady
Hill School in Cambridge .
Anne Maroney, 78. is a grade J teacher at
the American Heritage School in Plantation, FL
Suzanne Sigman, 77, and her partner have
moved The Little Book Room, their bookstore
for children and young adults, to the Milton
Market Place . Do visitl
Ma ry Small , '68, has taught art at every level
from elementary to adult . In California she
taught art in her studio and participated in
many art shows. In February, she was featu red
at a craft night sponsored by The Tyngsboro
Dunstable Historical Socie ty. Mary says of her
art, "I have painted the tawny hills of Calif., but
I'm sold on the beauty of New England ." She
retired as principal of the New Searles
Elementary School in Nashua two years ago .
Judilh Herschfus Spitzberg, '81, lead an
afternoon of creative fun for children sponsored
by the Friends of the Medfield Library . She also
hel~d honor Jewish Music Month by
ac companying the presentation "The Jo y of
Jewish Music" on piano .

Expressive Therapies
Ma rlene Malo s, '81, Jivesand works in
Cambridge as a Program Coordmator for
Mentor, Inc ., a specialized foster-care agency
for emotionally disturbed teens .
Caroly n Mc Do na ld , '81, has opened an
office in the Cable Medical Center . Formerly an
expressive arts therapist with the Baldpate
Psychiatric Hospital in Georgetown, Carolyn
now devotes herself to her full-time private
practice.

Spe cial Education
Since the birth of her daughter, Kathryn, last
June, Peggy Da iley Bramley, 76, has
resumed teaching emotionally disturbed children
in Reading. The Bramleys live in Topsfield .
Spencer joins brother S. Brandon and very
happy parents , Patti Gordo n Coan, 74, and
Marvin. Patti is continuing to work part time at
the Univ. of Louisville. School of Medicine. as a
psychoeducational specialist, in the Child
Evaluation Center . She finds the combination of
motherhood and professional work 1n a Job·
sharing effort very rewarding in both aspects.
Patti would love to hear lrom classmates m the
Louisville area.
Patricia Davock, 78, recently received a
promotion at Tri-City Community Mental
Health and Retardation Center . She is now the
Program Manager for Children's Services.
Patricia previously directed the Early
Intervention Program at the Malden Center.
ln a recent inter111ew,John Molloy, co founder of the Publicity Club of Boston, spoke
of an article he wrote about his sister, Am y L
Mollo y, 75, that told of her triumphs over
adversity in overcoming childhood polio and the
death of her husband. The piece was submitted
to "This is Your Llie" and appeared on the
show.
Debo rah C. Stewart , 76, the new director
of the Woburn Council of Social Concern, is
also in pnvate practice as a therapeutic teacher
for adolescents speciaozmg in language and
writing skills.
Jea nne Surette, 77, and Peter L Golnck
were recently married . Jeanne is a special
education teacher at Shrewsbury High Schad .
Peter is a supervisor in data processing at
Coca -Cola in Needham. After a one-week
honeymoon in Nantucket, they settled in
Worcester. They plan to take a trip to Ireland
in June .

,, •

Engagements
Melissa Bo urassa '84 PMBI, Stephen
Rockwood (March 3 wed ding)
Wendy Carr '83G, David Hall Ellison (June
weddi ng)
Nancy Donnelly '83, Paul Wohler (August
wedding)
Paula Sue Donovan '83G, Peter Malaguti
(February wedding)
Lynne Ellen Dow '83G, Robert P. Zalis, Jr .
(Sep tember 22 wedding)
Susan Epstein '83, Scott A. Yanow (July
wedding)
Erin A. Gallagher '81, Jeffrey A. Kundmueller
(June 23 wedding)
Jane H. Haddon '83, Scott W. George (April
wedding)
Denise Laferriere '82, Miguel Peixoto (July 7
wedding)
Janice M. Les '82, David DiNardo (August 1I
wedding)
Marlene Malos 'SIG, Guy Joslin (August
wedding)
Anne E Maroney 78G , Robert K. Young
(June 23 wedding)
Roberta L. Mullin 79, Kevin Elliot
(December wedding)
Betsy Z. Pappas '82, Luke N. Angelus (spring
wedding)
Kimbe rly W . Pike '81, Captain Paul T.
Bruemmer, US MC (June wedding)
Carol Rajala 78, Robert O'Regan (June
wedding)
Roberta K. Silva '81, John Harrison Ill (June 23
wedd mg)
Brenda L. Uhlman '83, Micha.el T. Malone
(November wedding)
Linda S . Zarr '82, David J . Montana (June
wedding)

Marriages
Joan I. Condakes '83, Peter L Golrick ,
October 8, 1983
Julia Cor ey '80 , Robert Kinz , No vember , 1983
Diane Fleury '83 , Jeffre y J Fleming ,
December 3 1, 1983
An n Greenber g 7 0, Mark Sh a piro ,
Se pte mber 22, 1983
Lois F. Haywa rd '82, Steven C . O 'Brien ,
Summer 1983
Susan A. Hinman '76, Dennis K. Waldman,
September 11, 1983
Anna Kiritsy 76, Emmanuel Tsitsilianos,
November 19, 1983
Tari E. Nugent '83, James J . Thomas,
December 30, 1983
Deborah Sigel '81, Kenneth Rutz, July 3, 1983
Anne C. Stevens '83, Lester J . Wade,
September 11, 1983
Jeanne Surette 'nG, Peter L. Golrick,
October 8, 1983
Kathleen Tommaney 79, Phnip B. Kane,
July 1982

Births

Marian Vitagliano,G'B2

In Memoriam
Manon Vitagbano, G'82, with a Master's
degree from the Writing and Communica tion Program, died suddenly March 6, 1984,
m a swimming accident . Marian's interest in
Lesley continued after graduation. She
dev loped content for a Graduate School
brochure, wrote free -lance articles on the
College for The Cambridge Express and
The Boston Globe, and taught a summer
writing course al Lesley .
Most recently, Manan served as Assistant
Director for StreetSAFE, the Boston Fen way Program's cnme prevention and safety
project; as a faculty member of the
Cambndge Center for Adult Educanon; and
as a seminar leader for Mass. Hallway
Houses' Management Training Program .
Manan 's absence is felt deeply by every one whose life she touched . Her smile and
spint lives within all of them .

Ruth Neckes Bender '69 (Larry); boy, James
Matthew, July 7, 1983
Salli Brown Bock '75 (Don); girl, Heidi Ashley,
February 28, 1984
Margaret Dailey Bramley 75G (DaVKI); girl,
Kathryn Dailey, June 6, 1983
Patncia Gordon Coan 74G (MaTVJn), boy,
Spencer Gordon, March 3, 1984
Patti DeBon Ellis '73 (Bill): girl, Kelli DeBon,
October 21 , 1983
Susan fyl. Klei! '79 (Darnell: girl, Abson Mane.
September 20, 1983
Arlene Meltzer -Gruber! '79 (Mark); girl, Molly
Alison, July I, 1983
Salome Skold Prickett '78 (Craig); boy, John
Craig, December 4, 1983
Ellen Kramer Rachhs '68 (Mitchell); girl, Nancy
Caryn, December 11, 1983
Lily Max Siegel '75, G'78 , (Rick); girl, Jill
Leah, July 9, 1983
Debra Davis Sullivan 77 (David); son, Kevin
David, May, 1983

Deaths
Laurie J. Abeles 75 (January 5, 1984)
Eleanor Langley Barron '45 (NovemQer
22, 1983)
Mary McAuley Baugher '33
Lizabeth H. Foye '26 (January 29, 1984)
Miriam Geller 'SO(December 26, 1983)
Doris McPeake Moakley '25 (February 1, 1984)
Manon Dowd Moir '26
Mary Loughlin Momson '32 (January 20, 1984)
Virginia Johnson Owen '34 (December 23, 1983)
Wilhelmina Woodbury Stewart '33
(July 17, 1983)
.
Elsie McClusky Welch '53 (Augusl 15, 1983)

Helga Braein, Associate Professor of Education, helps Freshmen Lisa Pitel/a, Lauren Wells, Kathleen O'Connell, and Cheryl Frey work out on the new
NORSK (Norwegian -designed) equipment in Lesley's gym. "This equipment is sofe," soys Helga, "and protects the vulnerable back. It ,s valuable to all
members of the Lesley community ."
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